Recycle clean, dry plastic bags and film packaging

Include these materials:

- Napkin, Paper Towel, Bathroom Tissue and Diaper Wrap (packaging)
- Produce Bags
- Newspaper Bags
- Grocery Bags
- Food Storage Bags
- Dry Cleaning Bags
- Pallet Wrap or Stretch Wrap
- Case Wrap (e.g. snacks, beverage cases)
- Retail Bags
- Plastic Air Pillows
- Bags on Clothing

DO NOT include with bags and film:

- NO Prewashed Salad Mix Bags
- NO Degradable Bags
- NO Tape
- NO Paper
- NO Silica Packets
- NO Rigid Foam or Peanuts
- NO Candy Bags
- NO Rigid Plastic:
  - Plastic Food Containers
  - Plastic Bottles
  - Hangers
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